
Sr. no. Company Name IICA Response

1 Oracle India Option of "Virtual Private Cloud" with GCC offerings Option of VPC not accepted.

2 Oracle India Can authorized partner bid on behalf of CSP?

Approved. Authorized partner can bid on behalf 

of CSP but Award of Contrat will be issued in the 

name of CSP and Agreement will be signed by 

CSP. Authorization letter of CSP will be attached 

with bid documents.

3 Pi Datacenters

MySQLDBMaster-Salve - Qty 1::: Is it considered as one set of VMs 

for Master and Slave? If not, the count should be modified to 2 

Vm's.

IICA need one dedicated database server for 

production (live site) and one dedicated database 

server for staging (Beta site)

4
Pi Datacenters/ 

CtrlS / Web werks
Mail server:: product/service technical specifications

1 Dedicated SMTP server + Bulk Email service like 

SendGrid (Preferred or anything approved and 

used in GCC). CSP will manage mail server. IICA 

will have no role in managing mail server.

5 Pi Datacenters Services like caching and search
CSP has to ensure functionality for effective 

working of the portal wherever required.

6 Pi Datacenters Operational acceptance tests.
IICA need test reports for load, performance, 

backup, restore, and fail over. 

7 Pi Datacenters
Compression and encryption of logs before sending them over MPLS 

link

CSP has to ensure availabiltiy of functionaly 

whenever required by IICA.

8
Pi Datacenters/ 

CtrlS
SOC3 :: Requirement?

The bidder should have of the following 

Certifications valid at the time of Bidding: SOC1 & 

SOC2/SOC 3 

9 CtrlS
Relexation in Eligibility of CSP:: One project execution(GCC) in last 5 

years instead of 2
No relexation is allowed at this point.

10
CtrlS/ESDS 

Software 
Relexation in Documentry evidence for work experience No relexation is allowed at this point.

11
ESDS Software/ 

BSNL

Internet Bandwidth with Dedicated Router:- Qty. 10: How to 

measure quantity 

Internet bandwidth capacity  and number of links to be 

provisioned? Where to install and configure?

Internet Bandwidth & number of routers are to 

be decided by the CSP based on the scope of 

work. Data quantity and portal load to enusre 

that there has to be 2 links (one for live site and 

another for Beta site) so as to ensure continutity 

of operations of the portal 24*7 with no 

downtime except for the downtime in 

maintainance schedule.

Summary of Queries and Amendments
Query/Particulars

Last date for submission of Bids has been extended till - 08.03.2022



12 ESDS Software
Firewall: throughput 2.2 Gbps refers to overall throughput or for IPS 

only?
Dedicated firewall with IPS

13 ESDS Software Public IP's: required no. of public IP's? 2 Public IPs required

14 ESDS Software Hardware Load balancing or Virtual load balancer? Virtual load balancer

15
ESDS Software/ 

BSNL

Support during migration of the solution on the Cloud 

infrastructure: Total Data to be migrated
What kind of support?

Complete Technical support during migration and 

installationa of site from previous vendor to the 

new. Dedicated account manager and technical 

person to resolve issues with migration and 

setup. After installation, one dedicated tech 

person throughout the contract period to resolve 

issues on 24X7 basis.

ESDS Software

If integration is needed with HSM, We recommend 

authority not to consider its integration with HSM , 

since it will drastically increase the latency and also its 

not the need of the project/application.

ESDS Software Kindly share the use case for HSM.

ESDS Software
How authority is proposing to achieve this, Where the 

keys will be stored.

ESDS Software

What need to be encrypted with department managed 

keys and how it will work at application/VM 

level/storage and What are the expectations from CSP 

for this solution.

Kindly elaborate.

ESDS Software Kindly confirm TPS.

17 ESDS Software
Add line items for anti-virus, Load balancer, DC-DR replication link, 

migration support, HSM  in the commercial format
Not accepted. 

18 ESDS Software
line with international standards including HIPAA, ISO 27001, and 

applicable regulations including IT Act and Amendments, Aadhaar 

Act and Regulations. 

Removal of HIPAA Approved

19 BSNL Monitoring of of MPLS and P2P links?

Suitable tools to be deployed for monitoring of 

MPLS and P2P links and other associated 

features/services as mentioned in "Montoring".

20 BSNL/web werks

DC-DR solution has to be in  Active Active Mode then the Bill of 

Quantity will  double. If it is not Active-Active , still project 

implementation is in DC-DR  clarification is requested for the actual 

BoQ requiured at DC and DR respectively

The DC & DR should work in Active-Active mode 

with dynamic load balancing and geographical 

apportionment of load.

21 Web werks Security Services: Quarterly Audits
Kindly elaborate the requirement of Audit or please 

share the BOQ for the same

ID Databank maintain sensitive data related to 

numerous stakeholders and a Technical group 

consist of cross functional executives of MCA has 

recommended for quarterly audit. 

Bidder needs to provision for FIPS 140-2 Compliant HSM for signing 

the Auth XML and decryption of e-KYC response received from 

UIDAI, if required and requested by IICA.

16
CSP has to ensure availabiltiy of functionaly 

whenever required by IICA.


